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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents formulations of heat res1stant
finishes to w1thstand. a

tempert~ture

of 75CO,.

The methods of

preparation and test1.ng of' the various coatings are given together with

&.

tabulation ar.d discussion of results.

Included

in this investigation 1s the laboratory preparation and testing of phenyl silicone.

Best results were obtained

the primer coat conSisting

or

w~th

a two cout system;

a heat reaetive organic vehicle

pigmented with a mixture of' alum1nwn, zinc, and cadmium, and
8.

t(1) coat ot a sllicone-glycerylphthalate vehicle pigmented

w1tb aluminum.

)

INTRODUCTION

2

The production of protective organic coatings is
lately em.er,ing as an industrial science a.fter having been
primarily a development ot the arts.

Surtace coatings are

used tor one or more ot five main purposes:

the protection

at structural and techniceil materials, decoration, sanitation,
better light distribution or grea.ter illuminat10n of objects,
and surface smoothness.
)

The most uportant funct10n
the protection

at surfa.ce coatings is

ot structural. and technical materials.

The

necessity tor proteotion is emphasized by the estimation (1)
that up to 2 peroent ot the world's tonnage ot iron must be
replaced yearly because ot corros10n.

Since production ot

iron and steel amounts to well o.,e1' several billion tons per
year, these losses correspond to approximately a b111ion

dollars annually.
Modern aircratt present a d1fficult problem tor
surface protection, and aircraft design has been extensively
studied and altered so as to increase the resistance to
corrosion trom galvanic and chemical actions wherever possible.

However, the optimum surface protection may not be

a ttalnable because of the unique requirements.

In some

cases, corrosion resistance is subordinated to strength or
other des1ln criteria and tbe assembly therefore demands
the use ot protective coatings to the tinal piece.
Wartime experience demonstrated that ex1stlnl
organic coatings were barely sufficient tor the services

intended (2),

and 1t

was 1mperative 'that beat resistance,

hardness, smoothness, and adhesion be increased to me.t tbe
more r1iorous conditions of ne.. and improved Naval a1rcraft.
Engine exhaust assemblies, Jet propulsion engine
parts I etc. I are normally ot ferrous metals and corrode very
rapidly at tbe bilh operating temperatures.

Bince present

beat resistant coatings are not satisfactory above 6000 "
coat1ng 1s

necess~

a

tor tbe higher temperatures.

Theae considera'tlons resulted in the Navy nepartment Bureau

or

Aeronautics mak1nc pre11 mSnary invest1gations

in the field of heat reSistant finishes.

To supplement and

advance these mYeat11ntions, tbe Bureau ot Aeronautics
contracted With the University of Louisville Institute ot
Industrial Reaearch to develop a beat resistant aircratt
t1n1sh tor metal surtaces.
ing

The tiniah i8 to haYe the tollow-

characteristics:
1.

It shall withstand exposure to a temperature

et ?SCoFfor a period ot se.eral hundred hours.
2.

It shall appreciably retard oorrosion of the
base metal.

3.

It shall adhere when subjected to vibrations

ot the amplitude and frequency encountered
in airoratt.
4.

It shall pass a bend test over a 1/2 incb
mandrel after subjeotion to 750oF.

5.

It shall possess aoceptable application

4

properties wb1.ch w111 result in a smooth, thin,
and cont1nous

t1lm.

It shall be capable ot being cured at a maximUm

6.

temperature of
7.

&uoOV.

It shall have a blue color it possible.

In the development

ot beat resistant finishes, coat-

ings based on the tollowing types of vehicles were to be
investigated;
(a)

Silicones

(b)

Fluorinated silicones

(0)

Chlorinated s1l1oones

(d)

Fl.uorinated bTdrocarbons.

The contract excluded investigation in the ceramic and por-

celain flelds, since these programs were underway elsewbere.
A

literature survey indicated two different

approaches to tbe problem:

(1) an investigation ot commer-

cially available materials, and (2) the l.aboratory preparation
and evaluation

ot theoretically sat1sfactory material..

1ncl.ud1ng types ot s11icones not now commerc+ally available.
The differences in these approaches to tbe problem necessitated

the subdivision of the project into two sections; the first

perta1ning to those products available oommercially, and the
second relating to the laboratory preparations.
are separately treated in this thesiS.

These topics

I

PREPARATION AND TESTING OF HEAT RESISTANT FINISHES
HISTORICAL

The tirst protect1vEI coat.1ng, as such, was the pitch
that the Egyptians used tor waterproof1ng ships (3)...

The

Chinese and Japanese about 400 A.D. developed much better
coat1ll1s by pigment1ng the sap tapped from the "Rhus veric1fera"
(varnish tree).

Improvements were slow as the production ot

coatings remained an art until the twent.ieth century, when IllfUl7
1nnovations and new materials were developed by engtneers and
chemi.sts.

However I the problem ot producinl a satisfactory

heat resistant coating rema1ned unsolved.
Many attempts bave been made to develop suitable

protect1ve coatings that w111 w1t bst and elevated temperatures
for prolonged periods, and &. number ot patents have been obtainedby' investigators
various formulations.

who

claimed moderate success for the

One ot the earliest was tor a process

outlined b,y Princess Dem1dott (4), who ola1med magnesiua
carbonate as the baSis tor a finish to resist the temperature
corrosion ot metallic surfaces such asturnaces and ch1mmeys.
Other pa\ents (see Literature C1ted) described
var10us pigments, such as aluminum, graphite, powdered camphor,
talc, titanium, and metal11c oxides (5, 8, 7, 8), and
vehicles includinc glue binders, melted lard, linseed Oil,
tmd Japanese varnish (9).

Several investigators have 01a11'11ed

good results with alkali silicates, and several coatings of
this type have been patented.

The chiet differences in this

latter type are in the materials used for settling, and the
pigments used in the mixture.

,
All these formulations failed to m.et. modern requirements sat1stactorily and research was intensified during the

war 1n an effort to meet increasing and more severe demands.
As presented by the Houston Production Club, "All invest1gators
concurred 1n stating that f1lms composed ot organic binders

began to decompose below 6000, and disintegrate to an extent
that rendered them valueless between 600°' and 8000, under pro-

longed beat1ng. II (10)
Previous work under tb1s same research program has

produced protective coatings capable ot Withstanding the
perature of 7So'? (ll).

namely;

te~

Three vehicles were satisfactory,

(a) a bigh gra.de phenolic spar varnish, (b) a si11cone

reSin, (0) and a m1xture of glyceryl phthalate varnish and a
silicone resin.

Numerous pigments in a large range of varying

proportions were tested in these vehicles w1th mixtures ot
aluminum, zino, and cadmium providing the most satisfaotory
results.

However, adhesion, weathering, and flexib11ity,

either singly or 1n CQmbtnat10n, proved to be a serious faotor
in conjunction with the beat resistance and warranted further

lnvest1.cat1on.

TBEORmICAL
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General Coat1na Behavlor
Coat1ncs and related oraanio finishing materials con-

slst essential11 ot a cont1nuous, film-forming phase in which
1s dlspersed a. pllaent or combinat1on of p1gments.

The ab111t,.

to oonvert this film trom a mobile heterogeneous liquid to a
solld phase 1s essential, because it 1s desilned tor the initial
purpose ot appl1ca_11ity, and for the tinal development ot an
lm.mob111zed struoture.

fbis tinal struoture m.ust adhere to tbe

base raetal and should be inert to the obem:1oal and pb;ys1oal

effects ot the surround1n&s.

Pa1n'. and t1n1shes proteot

metals by virtue ot the interpos1tion

or

this adherent

r1~

between the metal and tbe corrod.1na asent, rmd the lancer tbis
tilm pertorms lts protect1ve tunetion, the better is the
coating.
Numerous factors are involved in the proteotive lite

ot coat ina fl1ms.

They should all bs:v. such obaracteriatlcs

aa ,ood adhesion, cohesion, flexibil1ty, and bbrdness in

addition to a reasonably attractive appearance.

Undeslrable

characteristics such as blistering, brittleness, cbalk1nc,
(adina, c1"ack1nc, and cbecldng should be minimized or el1a1nated

ent1rely ..
Adhesion plays a very decisive role in the determi.nation of tbe usefulness ot

be made which exhib1t

al~

8.

f'1n1sh.

Films themselves can

other des1rable characteristlcs

referred to above, but serve no practical value because ot
thelr inability to re.ain attached to the metal surrace.

10

Experimental investigations 1nd10ate that the primary requirement of ,ood adhes10n is that the ooating medium come into
direct contact with the base metal.

Accordina to some theories,

this contact permits the electrical forces ot the atoms in the
metal surface to interact readily with electrical forces of the
polar molecules of the finishing medium.

Since the d1stance

oyer which these attractive forces oan act 1s very minute (not
over &BOre than a tew molecular layers ot the coat1n& m.edium.) ,
the adhesive const1tuents must bave

8.

certain degree ot

mobil1ty to permit proper a11gnment ot the electrical forces.
These short range torces Seem to be fundamental to good. ad-

hes1on., but may 'be influenced by other factors such as surtace
oletml1ness.
Flexibillty is an essent1al characteristic ot a
protective coat1nl.

Distenslb1l1ty measurements on stripped

fllms are of value and permit evaluatlon of these propert1es,
but the drawbaCk to tbis procedure 1s that a true appraisal
of adhesion is imposs:Uue.
flexibility,

~ut

poor adhesion.

A stripped film mar $.OOw good

bave little value ln application because ot
Conversely, in practical applications, a

t1~

which shows good adheslon will probably exbibit satlsfactoJ!'1

flexlbility characteristics.
Blisterlnl, oracld.DI, tlald.ng, ea.sy resaoval by sou
external force J etc. i8.re failures that may seem to suggest
a s1mple cause tor loss ot adherence.

Bowever, these failures

are only the final sians ot loss of adherence and are tbe net

11

effect of a number ot oompeting forces.

Some ot tbe factors

to be cona1dered in thes. failures are tbe nature

and type

ot

substrate, pl'q'sical and cbem1cal state ot tbe metal surface,
dear.e ot water 1mpermeab1lit1, and resistance ot tbe coatine
to h1ah t.mperatures.
Vehicles
The veb1cle, irr.specti.... ot its ohem1cal composItion.
must be able to be converted from a fluid to tbe immobIle solld

state ot a

"rila",

rather than to a crystalline or non-coherent

amorphous oondition. To accomplish this conversion, a resinous
stat. mus1i first be de"loped, either by' .irtue ot resin mole-

cules already dispersed in tbe solvent or br the development
of resinous molecule$ by chemioal reaction with components such
as oXT,.n in tbe env1ronment, and/or by beat1n&_

The larse

sIze ot molecules 1s assooiated directlY with a larle molecular
surfac. area, and moleoular surface attractions suob as van del'
Waal's forces grottp these surfaces into micellar structures.
Tba$

larg. molecules, complex1ty ot structure, and lara. surface

areas characterize the resinous stat.

and

determ1ne the soUd

film formation (12) (13).
The

p~s1cal

properties, such as elastlc1ty aDd

adheSion, are determ.1ned by the s1.. and aeometr10 struoture

ot the 1lO1eeules (14). The presenoe ot dipole moments of polar
atoms and radicals in tbe molecules eftect!••ly increases adhesive propertIes ot tbe resin.
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To obtain the most satisfactory f1lm formation trom
any resin, sufficient air dry1ng followed by proper curing

treatment at

b1g~er

temperatures 1s normal.

ProcessIng in an

oven or baking under an infra-red lamp are the most w1dely
used procedures tor this purpose.
PIgments
Unp1,mented organic f1lms f1nd limited use as protective coatings s1nce the addit10n

or

portant chflllles in these coatings.

The norma.l organio film

pigments produces im-

1$ strengthened, hardened, and made more durable by p1gmen-

tatton, since the rate of moisture penetrat10n 1s greatly
decreased and tbe destructive action of heat and ultrav101et
rays 1s reduced.

The particle ty¥e, s1ze, shape, and d1str1-

bation, as well as wettab111ty or the pigment, are all fundamental tactors 1n determining f1lm 11fe and its type of
fa11ure.

Chalk1ng. for example, 1s a failure resultIng from

improper wett1ng of a piC_eut by the veh1cle.
The selection of pigments tor elevated temperature
protection is 11m1ted to those stable at the required temperature or capable

or

oxidation to a stable torm.

In addition

to stability, the electrochemical relat10nships between the
p1g:m.ents and the coated surfaces merit consideration.

Since

passage ot moisture Will permit galvanic action to start,
progress, and finally destroy the baits• .metal, the ooatina
should contain a pigment 1nhibiting this action.

Metallic

13

p1Cments which meet these specifioations are aluminum, zinc,
cadmium, and tin, of whicb aluminum and zinc warrant speoial
mention.
Metallic zinc dust and zinc oxide both impart an
1nh1bItive character to a protective OOa.t1nc40

The protective

action of zinc dust wben used on steel 1s due chiefly to the
anodic cbaracterof the zinc metal with respect to iron.

Z1no

dust ooatings also 11ve excellent service over zinc surfaces

since acidic components in the veMal. react preferentially
With zinc dust rather tban with the zinc at the base-metal

interface (15).

Zinc metal bas the addltional protective

property of diffusing lntergranu1arly into

t~

metal surfaoe

at high temperatures (16).
Aluminum plgments are usually covered with an oxide

film which prevents utiliz.ation ot the inherent anodic character
of this metal.

For most exposures,

are used in top coats.
propertIes.

~hen,

alund.num. pigments

Tbese pigments possess additlonal useful

Due to the method of manufacture I the aluminum

pigments are of s. lamellar struoture and are coated with an
adherent organic film.

The result ot this oombination ot

factors is that the pigm.ent partIcles align themselves horizontally and concentrate in the outer part of' the film..

Tb1s

1fleaf1na" a.ction lencthens materiall.y the path whicb moisture
must traverse to get through the film, and since exclusion ot
ultravIolet lIght by this metallic pigment 1s ot a high order,
the aluminum pigments give increased protection to the coatIngs.

14

P~n81

Preparation

The best metal panels for a standardized general test

are cold-rolled But.omotlve steel because ot its availability,
uniformity, and general use (17).

For obtaining good initial

adhesion, both the physical texture of this surfa.ee and its
state of cleanliness are very importbnt.

A Mghly polished

surface offers less opportunity for adhesion thkJ.n a mecmnlcal1y roughened surface, a.s the latter provides more actual
surface area.

Measurements lndica.te tru..t certain roughening

treatments increase surface area twentyfold (18), which improves the mechanical anchorage of the film.
used methods of

prep~ring

The most Widely

the metal for testing may be classi-

tied as (19):

1. Methods which do not materia.lly change the
surface cimracteristics of the metal.
means of

cleanir~

This

includes alkali, emulsion,

and solvent cleaning.
2. Methods which mechanically or chemically
alter the surface characteristics of the
metal.

The mecbanical processes are those

such as sanding, and shot or sand blasting.
The chemical processes are

ordin~ry

pickling

or the use of phosphoric acid and a grea.se
solvent to clean and roughen the surtace.
S. Methods which convert surface s to a nonllietallic coating adapted to inhibiting

15

corroslon and increasing the adhesion ot tbe
applied t1n1sh.

This group includes treatments

such as Parker1z1n& and Bonderizing.
Application
Atter proper panel preparation, tbe coating may be
appl1ed b7 many methods, including spraylnc, dipping, brushing,
roller coat1Dg, tWlbl1n&, whirl1ng, eleotronic spraying, etc.
Ditterenoes in performance due to application procedure have
been observed (20), and it 1. desirable to apply test tinishes
in a manner similar to tbat to be used. in practice.
ing procedure

The spray-

has the advantages ot being more convenient and

rapid, and was chosen for the preparat10n ot test panels in.
this researoh.
The thickness of the applied f1lm 1s a vital factor,

as coatings d1fter greatly in tbeir performance at different
tilm tbiemesses.

For th1s reason, finishes should be tested

at a controlled t1lm thickness, preferably oorresponding to
tbe tb1ckness to be used in service.

That the importance ot

tb:1s tact or cannot be oTereaphas1zed 1s indicated by' Krumbhaar
(21) as tollowa:

BAll data on mechanical f11m properties and

ind1rectly on the pertormance and durability are dependent on
the thickness

ot the film.

The same finishing material at two

d1tterent coating thicknesses may exhibit widely different
behavior; the dura.bility may vary and the type ot tailure may

be completely chanced."

16

As a general rule, a coating system consisting of two
or more dirferent coats should be considered tor testing purposes
as an entity rather than a combination of a primer and top coat
with different sets of properties.

Mattiello (22) states that

experimental work indicates the primer provides certain fundamental properties, such as adhesion and water protection, while

such features as abrasion and spottIng resistance res1de essent1ally in the top coat.

Since the primer coat lies next to the

m.etal, this coat m.ust be considered as being more signif1cant
than the top coat.
Test llethods
Measurement ot oertain pb,ysical attributes of coatings
as toughness, strength, distensibility, etc., and knowledge ot
these properties permits forecast1ng ultimate ooating life.

The

ordinary means of evaluating coated panels include subjective
evaluat10n by visual inspection, the knite edge test, and the
fingerna1l test.

Many attempts haTe been made to improve upon

and eliminate these procedures by use of measuring instruments,
but extensive work has indicated that at present the fingernail

is super10r to any testing instrument (23).

Bince reproduc-

Ibility 1s difficult to obtain, 1t is common practice to run
two or three sets of triplicate tests with

ap~reolable

time

intervals between them (24).
Flex1billty tests are widely used.

The bending pro-

cedure is used to test this property and 1s ordinarily pertormed

l'
over a conical mandrel.
test results (25).

Several variables influence these

Those most important are mandrel radiUS,

bep.dlng rate, and coating thickness.

The results of this test

ind1cate the performance to be expected from the coatIng With
respect to adhesion, elasticity, hardness, and cohesion.

Spe-

c1fically, the bend test can be considered a severe test for
adhesion.

Outdoor testing on coated panels i.$ preferred, as
it 1s the best method ot determining probably service life ot

a coatIng.

This test cannot be considered absolute however,

due to variations in climatic conditions over a period ot
time.

Because ot the time required tor such tests, it 1s not

always practioal to evaluate costines in tb1$ manner, and tor
this reason accelerated weathering macb1nes have been adopted.

These units live only an apprOximate 1ndication of the true
protective value of the finish in serv1ce and are primar1ly

used as relative standards.
aeat Resistant Finishes
The previous d1soUBs1on applies to coa'1ngs in leneral.
In tbe preparation of

8

beat resistant ooating, tbe proble. 1s

more speoltic I as the number ot materials which 87 be used. 1.
defin1tely limited because ot oxidation and/or decomposition at

the required temperature of
have

ind1c~ted

'1~OOpt.

The pigments listed above

their applicability (11).J and the problem re-

solves itself mainly into utilizing these pigments cor!'ectly

18
in a suitable vehicle.

Materials that merit consideration tor satisfactory
"Iehieles are*

(a) heat resistant sUbstances such as polytetra-

fluor.tuane, coumarone....1ndene resins, and si11cone resins;
(b) a "Io1at11& lnateria.l wblch nll

o~~rbon1ze

and leave the

pigments fr1tted upon the surface of tbe metal.

Polytetra-

fluorethane 1s difficultly soluble and has poor adhesion;
therefore it was not studied 1n the present work.

Coumarone-

indene resins and silioone resins t£.re thermAlly stable but
oxidize at high temperatures in tbe presence ot air..

The

possibility exists that a suitable ant1ox1dizing or plasticizing material may 'be found to prevent or retard this type

ot failure, but work to date does not 3ust1fy proceeding along
tbere lines at present (11).
The most promising avenues tor a solution to the
problem appeared to 11e 1n further investigation ot the two
systems reported by Lutz (11).

The .zinc.... aluminum-eadmium

pigmentation in a voltit11e spar varnish vehicle offered
possibilities) and an aluminum pigmented s1licone-glyceryl

phtbalute formulation also gfltve indication of being sa.tisfactory •

However , more research and. testing

or

p1gment combi-

nations and further information on this latter vehicle itselt

are necessary.
Glyceryl phthalate

WhS

originally used in con-

junction with silicones to promote more rap1d dry1ng, as the
s111cones remain tacky until cured at

til.

minimum. temperature

19

ot 4000 P.

Howeyer, bes1de improving drying rates, glyceryl

phthalate to the aluminum pigmented s11icone also improved
those characteristios evaluated by tbe bend test.

In addit1on,

glyceryl phthals.te served as a thinner and of'fered the following
advantages over a. conventional thinner (l.l):
1. Better preheating protection;

2. Better suspension ot the pigment

in

the can;

3.. Faster curing ot the til.m.
An

by tbe

explanat10n of the superior qualities exhibited

s111cone-a1yceryl phthalate vehicle over the si11cone

itself' may be tbat a copolymer 1s developed.

Since each vehicle

is known to polymerize by condensation, 1.e., by removal ot
water, tbere 1s DO apparent reason

wbT these two materials

should not be capable ot co-cornensat1on.

This poss1bility 1s

referred. to in a recent publicat10n (26), which states that
this development bas proved to ,1ve a coating which possesses
tbe desirable properties ot both components.
Poss1ble theoretical structures ot such a chemical
combination appear to be these as shown:

R

80-81-0
R
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or, reaotion with tbe carboxyl group I

- - -;. . 0
(b)

~

R

-COo-~i-O-

'COOCH gH2

H
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With due consideratlon to tbe previous discussion and
the recommendations of Lutz (11), this research was started with
the program outlined below:

1. Extensive tests would be made on Lutz t formulation
#208 to determine more specifically tbe characteristics ot this formulation consisting ot a s1l1coneglyceryl phthalate vebicle p1gmented with aluminum
and ainc.

2. Dirferent metalllc picments in varying proportions

would be tested in tbe same s1licone-clyceryl
phthalate vehicle used tor #208 to attempt improve-

mente
3. Add1tional work would

be

carried out to determine

the limitations ot beat react1ve organiC vehicles.
Before presenting exper1mental results, tbe apparatus
used, methods ot ooating and panel preparation, and testlnc

methods w111 be disoussed.

In all formulations I tbe pigments

and vehicles are oommerc1ally available.
The pigments compriSing the formulations were weighed

into a

1/2 plnt oan u.s11l1 a triple beam balance with an accuracy

or .01 gram. A sufficient quantity ot yebiele was added to torm
a paste I six steel balls approximately 1/4 inch in d1U1eter

added, tbe oan sealed

,and

placed on a rotating mixer.

Tb15

appliance operatederteot1vely as a pebble mill, grinding tbe
contents of the can into a bomo,eneous mixture.

Arter proper

dispers10n of the pigment, tbe rema1n1nc 'vehicle was added alld.
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blended into tbe desired consistency tor applIcat10n.
Panels were prepared tor coat1nc by emery po11sh1nc
and solvent clean1n& with an ace'tone-toluene mixture.

The

. panels were sprayed in a hood conta1n1n& a stand tor proper
pos1tioning of tbe samples.

Atter a sixteen hour air drylnc

period for each coat, tbe speoimens were

bunS on a rack

and

placed under an 1nfra-red lamp tor a more intense drying and
ouring per1od.

A pioture of tbe arrancement ot th1.s equipment

1s shown in F1aur. 1.

A mutfle furnaoe was used tor testing the beat resistant oharacteristios of tbe pa1nt.

The rack supportIng the panels

was placed 1n tb1a furnace and the temperature raised to and.
bald at 750°)'

br a Micromax. A picture at the apparatus in oper-

ation with tbe furnace door open tor Inspection 1s shown in
Figure 2.

Atter every seventeen hour heatIng period, tbe panels
were inspected. If the appearance was st111 satisfactory, tbe
panels were removed ind1vidually tram tbe furnace interior and
quenched in cold water.

Coat1n&s that withstood tlUs test were

dried and bent 10. a conical mandrel.

This 8 incb mandrel,

Figure 3, bad a cone-shaped center bar tbat tapered. trom 1 1/2
inch to 1/4 inch and. was f1tted With a clamp tbat permitted
heooi11l over the desired radius.

The panels were further ex-

amined with a low power magnifying ,lass.

Subs e qu.entl)" ) the

panels were checked tor erosion tendencies and corrosion resist-

ance in an aocelerated weather1n& apparatus.

This machine had

2

Fig. 1

Infra- Red La p nd Panel Ar rhnge ant
Use

tor Curing Co t1ng s .
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Fig" 2

utfle

oro1l1B.X Control Used

tor Te t1 ig H t Resist·

it

1 lshes.
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Fig . 3

Conic 1

drel U d for B nd Test .

a rotating drum to which the panels were fastened, and period1cally the panels passed directly under a tine water spray.

the

entire chamber was under a blanket ot mist trom this spray, so
that the panels were in a completely saturated air medium.

All

coatings were also given a scratch adhesion test.
A rew ot the superior coatings were tested on a heated
pipe stand arrangement (27).

Tbe paint was applied on the ex-

terior ot a thorougbl.y olea.ned 18 inch section
standard steel pipe.
section

or

or

1 1/2 i:tl.ch

The pipe was erected vertically with a

1 inch copper tubinS mounted concentr1cally inside

to serve as a radIating body and decrease the temperature gradient along the steel pipe.

Thermocouple wells drilled alone

the lensth ot the outer pipe permitted temperature readings

dur1ng tests.

The coated pipe was airdr1ed 16 hours.

A Meker

burner placed under the p1pes gave the desired temperature for
cur1na and testiDC.

Temperatures were read at hourly intervals,

and water was sprayed frequently on the heated surface from a

wash bottle.

In tbis manner, the ability of the coating to

w1thstand condit1ons corresponding to service applications was
evaluated.
The first tormulation corresponded to Lutz' #208,
which was reoommended (11) as his most satisfactory coating.
Since tbis preparation contained DC* 802, and literature receiyed from the Dow-GorninC Company stated that DC aul also
gave- heat resistant tilms, a sample containing the latter was
*Bote:

DC refers to Dow-Corning Silicone series.
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also prepared.

Compositions were as shown in Table I.

Table I - Composition ot Preliminary
Sample

S~ples

Il.llIlber

Pigment

Hl

GAl

1u DC 802

15 G.

P.*

112

eA1

10 DC 801

15 G.

P.

Vebiole

Quantities are parts by weight.

Bote:

The first group ot these panels failed by b11sterina
and peeling 1n the furnace.

Measurement of f1lm thickness showed

that all t111l8 exceeded 1 1111, so more panels were sprayed with
similar formulations in a thinner t1l.Jl'h

The second croup of

panels bad film thicknesses approXimately 0.5 mil and Withstood
the temperature
and

ot

7500pa satisfaotor117.

Further preparat10n

testing at f1lm thickness on panels indicated that this

tinish must be applied in a tbin l smooth, continuous f1lm not
to exceed 0.7 mil in depth, with a thickness ot 0.5 mil prefThis initial coat, wbile thin, protects the surface
completely for an extended period of t1me at 750°"

Each at

tbese formulations when held at this temperature tor over 300
hours retained an appearance similar to that obtained after
onlr a few hours heat1n&.

These panels also withstood repeated

quenohings and passed the bend test satisfactorily_

Because of

the thin ooat1n£, the paXlels rusted after 50 hours exposure 1n
*Note.

G. P... Glroeryl Phthalate
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a weathering maohine.
&21

These ooatings .111 w1tbatand temperatures

high a.s 11200,. tor a te. hours.
The feasibility ot a two coat application was tested,

cur1ng each ooat tour hoUrs under an intra-red lamp.
in a liven group

ter1nc.

However I

ot panels, some failures always occured by blis-

Those coat1nas which did not tail on beating exb1b1ted

decreased tlex1bi11t7, and rusted after 100 hours weather1na in
the test maob1ne.

The tailure by bl1ster1ng ot the two ooat

panels oould be prevented by beattng tbe f1rst coat to 750°F
before application ot the second ooat.

Beating at this temper-

ature was not desirable since it was a our1ne period tor the
f1rst coat and exceeded the limiting curing temperature ot

aooo,. These panels also rusted rapidly (within 100 bours) in
the weather1n& apparatu.

Those ooatings oontain1nl DC 802

exh1b1ted sl1ghtly l.)etter bend1n& charaoteristios aDd weather1nl
ab111t1' tban those contain1n& 00 801.

In

addU~10n

to the blls....

terinc difflculty, Bl and B2 skinned rapldly wben stored.

In an attempt to 1norease both adhesive and weatberlnc
characteristics ot these coat1ngs, addItion ot varying quantitles ot m1cron1zed mea was made as sUlleated in the liter-

ature (28, 29). The results obtained on single coat applicatien
are shown in fable lIon pace 30.
The ooatings conta1ning mica were a s11Cht improvement
over the previous group, and failures still resulted 1f the
coatinls were applied too heavily.

AddIt10nal tests in both

one and two coat app11cations ind10ated that mica may improve
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Table II - Formulat1ons Containing Aluminum and Mica with
Comparative Results

Sample
No.

Appearanoe
Atter
Bea!l, To
750' or
18 Hours

P1gment
Comp.
(OrdS)

6.0 K

Bl4

Atter
Quench

From

7$O°F

S. F.

Fal1ed

Appearance
After
Bend

Test

5\J Hours
in

Weatherometer

---.............

BlS

5.5 Al ,.5

)I

Good

Good

Good

Rust Spots

Hl6

4.8 Al 1.2 M.

Good

Good

Good

Rust spots

Bl7

4.0 Al 2.0 J(

Good

Good

Fair

Ru.st Spots

IU8

4.8 Al 1.2 l4

Good

Good.

Good

Rust Spots

Note:

Glyceryl Phthalate (15 ,ms.) and DC 802 (lQ gas.)
were used in all formulations except Bl6 wbere
DC 001 replaced DC 802.
S.. F. .. B11ght Flak1n&

the weether1ng characteristics ot tbe basic formulation, Hl,

it used in a quantIty less tban 20 per cent ot the total plgment
content.
A series ot coatings was prepared containing varioUS
comb1nat1ons otal.um1num., zinc, cadmi'Wl1, ttn, and mica..

complete series i5 shown in Table IlIon pale 31.

The

The propor-

tion ot g11c81'11 phthalate to sU1cone (DC 8(2) was 15 to 10
(part. by weight) in all cases.
Results ot the tests on these formulat1ons indicated
the followings

<a) The combination of zinc with aluminum 1n

the .il1cone-glyoeryl phthalate vehicle inoreases rust preven-

tlve characteristics ot tbe coating.

However, above an optimum

weight rat10 of 1 part zinc to 2 parts aluminum, the cbalk1nc
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table III - Coatings Contain1n& Alum.1num, Zinc .. lUea ..

fin, and Cadmium in Various Comb1natioJlS,
and Comparat1ve Results

No.

Picment
Comp.
(Gr8llls)

H33

5.4 Al 0.6 )(

Sample

21
Hours

at

Quench
Test

Test

ometer

Good

Good

Good

Rusty

Oood

s. F.
s. F.

Good

Rusty

Good

S. R.

Good

Good

Good

Rusty

s. , ..

s. F.
s. F.

Good

Rusty

Good

s.

750 0 p

134

6

Al 0.7 Cd

B35

5

Al 0.5 Cd .5

H38

6

Al 0.5

H37

5

Al 0.5 Zn .5 K

u:

zn

150 Hours
in
Bend
We ather-

B3S

R.

DO

5

Al

1

zn

Good

Good

Good

S. R.

839

4

A1

2

Zn

Good.

Good

Good

S. R.

H40

2

.u

4

Zn

Good

Good

Good

Cbalkilll

141

1

Al

5

zn

Good

Good

Good

Exo. Ch.

548

6

Sn

H47

2

Al

4

Sn

Good

Good

Good

'Rusty

H48

4:

Al

,2

Sn

Good

Good

Good

Rusty

H49

1

Al

5

Zn2Cd

Good

Good

Good

s.

Note I

Fa1led

Ch.

8.. F. - S11ght Flaklll1

S. R. - S11ghtlT Rusty
Exe. Ch. - Excessi". Cbalkinc
S. Ch .... Slight Cbalk1n&

becomes excessive.

(b) Mica adait10n improves weathering ohar-

acteristics of the coating to some extent.

(0) The addit10n ot

tin otfers no noticeable improvement 1n the finish.

(d) The

effect ot cadmium on the weatherability 1s Similar to that

or

zinc, in that rust preventive characteristics are increased.
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Cadmium also serves to deorease cbalkln& wben used in oombination.
with zino.
Storale stability and otber characteristics of these
f'oraulations were checked over

Ii

period ot time.

The coatings

sprayed better when diluted with a small amount ot toluene and
did not tb1cken as rapidly on stand1na.

Addition of a small

amount ot z1no to the basic coatinc, Hl, also prevented sk:inn1nC

tor a loncer period ot time.

Conversely.t those tormulations

containing mioa skinned more rapldly than similar dispersions
with no mica content.

In conjunction with these tests, zinc

oxide was also checked as recommended (30), but bad no ertect
in preventing sld.nn1na.

(See Table XI in Appendix.)

Several formulations of pigments in a

he~t

organic vehicle were prepared in order to evaluate
this type ot coatlnc with the others.

reaotive

and compare

'the composition ot each,

and test results, are swwnar1zed in Table IV, on page 33.
All these formulations exhibited io04 heat resistant

characteristi.cs.

Althouch JU9 and 82(; discolored slightly and

bad a brownish bue, their protective ab1llty was unimpaired.

None ot the panels peeled or blistered wben quenched trom 1500,.
The appearance ot Bl9 was s11ghtly 1nter1or to the other tormulations arter bending, but a very slight powder1na took place
in other preparatiOns that was not 09ident in H19.

These coat-

ings bad rust preventive qualities super10r to any prev10us
groups when tested 1n the weathering machine.

These t1n1shes

weather over 300 bours betore any rusting 1s present, but they
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Table IV - Varying Proportions of Aluminum, Zinc, Cadmium,
and nea in a Heat Reactive Orlan1e Vehicle
lS Hours
at

Sample
No.

Bend

7500J'

Quench

Test

SIt. Disoolored

Good

Good

Slt. Discolored

Good

Good

819

5 Zn 1 Al

H2O

5

1121

5ZalAl

2

Cd

Good

Good

Good

822

5 Zn 1 1.1

7

Cd

Good

Good

Good

H23

5ZnlAl

2

Cd 2 M

Good

Good

Good

Sample
10.

zn

1 Al 0.5 Cd

5 Hour

8p.at

1120

Quench

Bend
Test

BlS

Satisfactory

Good

Falled

H2O

Satisfactory

Good

Failed

tf21

Satisfactory

Failed in Spots

Failed

1122

Satisfactory

Failed in Spots

Falled

B23

Satisfactory

Fa1led

Failed

Note:

50 grams ot beat ~eact1ve pl~nolic spar varnish was
used as the vehicle in all cases.

tend to chalk and wash excessively.
ing 1s prevented

Despite the tact that rust-

tor an extended period ot tae, this type

tailure maltes the coat1nc ot doubtful value.

or

Kore extensiYe

tests 1ndioated. that U21 was the most satisfactory tortmllatlon

ot the type oonta1n1nc a beat reactive or,an1c vehiole.
Several factors are s11nit1cant in a comparison at
,tbis type coatlng with si11cone-glyceryl phthalate finishes.
This formulation, B21, bas no storage difficulties such as

skinnIng or thickening, and the riJ.m air dries completely.

No

tailures were encountered because ot tilm thickness and all test
panels passed quench and bend tests satisfactorily.

To determine eftects ot varylna zinc aluminum ratios
in the previous group, a. series of' formulatIons ranging from
100 per cent aluminum to 50 per cent zinc-50 per cent alumtnua
were prepared as listed 1n Table V.
Table V - Eftect ot Varying Aluminum to Zinc Ratio
Sample
No.

PI1ment COUip.
(Grame)

H2&

e

Al

828

5

Al

1

~~n

R27

4

Ai

2

Zn

1128

Hotel

3.5 Al 3 .. 5

zn

16 HO~S
at 750 .,

Quench

Peeled

.........,...

Peeled

-~

Test

Peeled Slightly

Failed

Failed

Good

Beat reactiv. ph9nol1e spar varnish (30
used as the vebicle in all cases.

gms .. ) was

Formulation 1125 was the poorest ot the series and,
although improvement was round through the serles to WZ8, none

was satisfactory.

This series, when compared witb the preceding

,roup, showed that bieber zinc

concentr~t1on$

give muoh better

heat res1atanee and adhesIon in tbe beat reactive phenolic spar
varnisb.
Other formulations were prepared to deter11l1ne the
effect ot difterent pigment combinations in a heat reactive
organio vebicle as shown in Table XII in the Appendix.

lone

ot these formulations were as satisfactory as the serles Hl9
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throuah 823, and 821, as stated previously, was the best coating

ot this

type.

Analysis of' results obtained on tbe two classes ot
coatings, namely, the s111oone-glyceryl phthalate type and the
beat react1ve orCanic type, showed certain specific failures
with eaoh.

Lack of adhes10n and weatherability was found 1n

tbe former case, and excessive chalking and wasbing was characteristic of' the latter.

Certa1n dist1nct advantages appeared

possible if' the coatings could 'be combined in a manner tha't
would mtJl1m1ze or e11l1.1nate the shcrtcom1ncs of' the individual

tormulations.

A solution seemed to 'be in a piamented heat

reactive organic vehicle serving as an undercoat, or pr1mer,
and covered with a top coat ot the silioone-allyceryl phthalate

finish.
The advantages that might be expected by us1nc tbis
two coat system are as tallows:
1. The

drying

period could be sbortened it the heat

reactive orcanie vehiole was tbe undercoat.
2. Adhesive failures between the primer coat and
substrate on beat1ng or quenoh1n& could be
m1n1m1zed.

3. Chalking and wa.MIlI ot the primer coat shou.ld
be Jdnimized.

4. Weathering failures should be appreoiably
decreased.
Theoretically, adhesive difficult1es might be
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encountered between the two coats since the top coat contains
an alkyd resin and the primer oonsists of a. heat reactive phe-

nolic resin vehicle.

However, the first sample panels prepared

with the two coat system.. H2l topped with 1138, showed def1n1te
promise and merited further investigation.

Additional panels

were therefore prepared to permit more exhaustive testing.
All two coat panels embodying the system outlined
above had excellent heat resistant qualities.

However, several

failures occurred by flaking on quench test, and the bending
oharacteristics were not too satisfactory.

Cracking and loss

ot adhesion between the two coats was e'Yldent.

Conversely, as

expected, the weathering qualities were superior to any panels
tested with either coatings separately.

A series ot formula-

tions was therefore prepared 1n an attempt to improve adhesive
and bending chf:!r&.cterist1cs.

Extensive tests were made on the

best of the phenolic ooatings, and on addit10nal hee,t reactive
organ1c coatings as listed in Table VI.
Table VI - Additional Pigm.ented He(;lt Reactive Organic
Coatings Prepared as Primer Coats

Sa:tuple
No.

Pigment Composition
(Grams)

.u

16 Hours
at 750"?

Quench

Test

Test

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Bend

H51

1

H52

1 A1 5 Zn 2 Cd .9 Mica

Notet

Vehicle was 3\.1 grams ot heat react1ve phenolic spar
veirnish 1n. all cases.

5 Zn 2 Cd .9 Asb.*

*Aab. - Asbestine

ell

AddItional top coats are lIsted in Table VII.
Table VII - Addit10nal S111cone-Glyc~ryl Phthalate
FormulatioIl$ Prepared a.s Top Coats
Sample
No.

16 HO~
at 750

Quench
Test

Bend
Test

H53

SAl

1

Zn

Good

Good

Very Good

B54

5 Al

1

Zn 0.5 Ash.

Good

Good

Good

Hse

6 Al 0.5 ASD.

Good

Good

Good

H57

5 Al

1

Cd

Good

Good

Good

1158

6 Al

1

1:8

Failed.

Good

Good

Htl9

6 Al 0.1

zn

Good

Good

Good

1160

6 Al 0 ..1 Zn 0.5 Asb.

Good

Good

Very Good

HGl

5 Al 0.7 Zn 0.5 Cd

Good

Good

Good

002

5 Zn

Good

Good

s. P.

Note,

1

Al

2

Cd Itm

Veb.1cle was 10 grams DC 802 and 15 grams glyceryl
phthalate in all cases.
Aab. - Asbestine
I'8 - Iron Blue
UB - Ultramarine Blue
s. P. - Slightly Powdery

A summary of the results obtained by these tests 1s
shown

in Table VIII, page
The formulations listed in Tables VI and VII were

tested as Single coats before
two coat system.

be1nl used in conjunctIon as a

Iron blue was added in HS8 and ultramarine

blue in B62 in an effort to give the coating the blue appearance that is desired by the Navy.

'I'he a.bility of iron blue

pigment to bide the aluminum pigment was negligible, and the
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coat1ng tailed b.y peeling when raised to a temperature of 750°,.
Tbe ultramarine blue gave a lavender color to H82 wben applied.
This color gradually faded on continued exposure in the furnace

because ot oxidation and decomposition ot the pigment.
ooloring completely disappeared after

The

bours in the furnace.

6~

Table VI!I - Summary of Results Obtained on Various
Two coats Systems
Fair
on

Good
on

Composition
Coats
1st
2nd

Composition
Coats
1st
2nd

Hl

H21

H54

H2l

Hl

851

mss

HZl

854

821

850

H54

B51

Hl

H.51

B36

B21

E36

B2l

DS

H21

H38

H21

H59

B51

B54

H21

H60

Hl9

III

Hl9

HiO

Failure
on
Quencb

Poor or
Failed

Composition
Coats
2nd
1st

Compos1tion
coats
1st
2nd

BlS2

838

H52

H52

836

B5:a

au Bend

Bend

Bend

The grouping or rating of all two coat systems in
Table VIII is

all

average of results obtained by a series ot the

tests on each combination ot coatings.

Several important con-

clusions are deduced by rating the ooatings in this manner:
(a) Asbest1ne and mica in the undercoat and/or in the top
lowers adhesion between the two coats.

(b) The addition ot
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cadmium 1n the top coat also lowers the adhesion;
evidently the most satisfactory undercoat;

(d)

n

(0) B2l 1s
a.nd H50 are

the two most satisfactory top coats.
Further tests on tbe two best coo.tlngs in Table VIII
indicate that the thickness of the undercoat does not effect
the adhesion of either Hl or H5v to it, but does materially
increase the weathering properties.

The thiokness of the top

ooat is of vital importance however, as poor bending characteristios and failures on the thumbnail scratch test result it this

second coat is over 0.'1 mil in tb1ckness.
Tbe two coat system 821 and Hl wa.s tested next on the

p1pe sta,nd.

This test 1ndicated that the system would give

good service up to a temperature of 9000"
and flaking occurred above this
sprayed on the hot surtace.

temper~ture

but some blistering
when water was

Smt~1ft.RY

AND COllCLUSIONS
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8111cone {DC 8V2)-glyceryl phthalate coatings
1ng aluminum, aluminum-z1nc,

~nd

cont~in-

aluminum-zinc-cadmium w1l1 with-

stand temperatures of 750 0 p in one and two coat appl1¢at1ons.
All coats must be app11ed in thicknesses of 0.5-0.7 mil,
this thickness failure occurs in

&

&$

above

rew hours at test tem.perature.

One coat applications sa.t1sfactor1ly pass a. bend test over a 1/2

inch mandrel, but two coat applications have a. tendency to crack
and peel on bending.

These coatings are essentially air drying,

but require an initial curing period under an infra-red lamp
or in an oven before exposure to 75lioF.

Some rusting of the aluminum pigmented coating

appe~rs

in pin pOint spots after 50 hours exposure in a mist chamber.
Two coat application decreases this rusting to some extent. Addition of zinc and cadmium materially increases weatherability,
and

m1c~

aids this property to a lesser

extel~.

In this type ot coating, the optimum zinc - aluminum
ratio to prevent excessive
aluminum.

eha~lk.1Di

is 1 pa.rt zinc to 2 parts

This ratio eml vary to the extent ot 5 parts zinc

to 1 part aluminum when 2 parts cadmium are present..

Zinc and

toluene additions serve to decrease "sk1Iwdnc" or these formulations.

TIle use ot mica with aluminum up to 20 per cent of

total pi,ment content increases
extent, but mica

we~therabilit1

to a limited

ms the disadvantage of causing the finish

to "set up" rapidly.

The use of tin offers no noticeable

improvement.
Coa.tings tormulii<.ted with a pigmentation of zinc-alum-
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tuum or zinc-aluminum-cadmium in a

b.~t

react1ve organic vehicle

(heat reactive phenolic varnish) have many good cru.racter1st1cs.
These protect1ve coatings, with pigment weight ratios of 5 parts
Zn to 1 part Al and 5 parts Zn to 1 part Al and 2 parts Cd
withstand the telilper&ture very well and possess excellent bend-

ing characteristics.

The heat

resist~nce

and adhesion of the

coat1ng are materially decreased if smsller amounts of zinc are
used.

Zinc and cadmium pigments provide good weathering charac-

ter1stics, and aluminum pigment aids this property due to its
nleefing" ability..

In add.ition, alwdnum assists in suspending

the heavier pigments.

Addition of mica and asbestine d"Oes not

improve these formulations either wht.iin used alone or as prim,::,
co~ts.

The subst1tutionof iron for

C~dm1Uill

in these formu-

lations decreases wEla..therability.
The only difficulty with these coatings is their
tendency to chalk and wash.

This type of failure 1s to be ex-

pected, nowever, whenever pigments are improperly wet b,y a
ve.hlcle, and thi.s condit1on 1s present when using a. hea.t re-

active organic vehicle.
Either the s11icone-glyceryl

pht~l&te

or the beat

reactive organic formulations may be used in single or multiple
coat app11cations tor special conditions where good we&ther1ng
characterist1cs hre not of major importance.

However" carte.in

two coatsysteills &re 1I10.re satisfactory under <illY cond1t1ons.
The best of these 1s a primer consisting of 5 z1nc-l

&lumin~

2 ca.dmium in 30 beat reactive phenolic varnish, topped with a
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coating composed of 6
phth&.la.te (all pa.rts

aluminum-l~
1),1'

weight).

silicone (DC 802)-15 glyceryl
The advants.ges obtained by

use of this two coat system in place of multiple coat appllc&tion of either type finish separately may be enumerbted as
follows:
1. Shorter drying period (than in the

c~se

of

sillcone-glyceryl phthalate coatings);
2. Better flexibility and adhesion}
3. More desirable and better weather1ng charac-

teristics.
This two coat system has passed all the laboro.tory tests sat-

isfactorily and will be submitted as a solution for the problem.

II

LABORATORY PREPARATION OF PHENYL SILICONE

HISTORICAL
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Dur11lC the past 80 years, organic compounds of s1licon
have been the subject of many academic studies (31).

Since both

carbon and si11con are elements in group IV of the periodic
system b,a,ving normal valances of four, replacement ot the curben

with silicon in organlc compounds 1s feasible.
fa

theoretlc~lly,

compound of bOth luaterials would yield an organic-inorganlc

molecule possessing s1multhneously the provert1es of an inorgan1c
glass and of an organiC resin.
Dr. F. S. Kipping, Professor of Chemistry, University
of Nottingham, England, was responsible for most of the fundamental research in the field of organo-si11con compounds.
KiP1Jing and his associates experiluented with these compounds
for m.ore than four deca,des.

During this period, he and his

associates prepared a large number of

ori~no-s11icon-oxygen

compounds and laid the foundat1ons for synthes1s of more

cor~

plex si11cone molecules.
In tbe middle 1930 l s, scientists ot the Corning Glass
Works realized that one property of these compounds - polymerization to a permanent bardness - wbich troubled K1pping, might

prove advantageous for use in h1,b temperature electrical
insulation.

Their research, along with that of Generc;.l Electric I

had prolific results.

Numerous products, all Dltnnbers of the

s11icone fl.Ulily, were prepared and tested.
The si11cone fam1ly const1tutes a

l~rge,

new field

of materials, and the silicones have become the basis for a new
branch of plast1cs.

The tota.l possible number of silicones 1s
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astronom1cal with the possible

comb1n~t1ons

of the several var1-

ables (32) in conjunction with temperature, rate, and degree ot
polymerlzatlon.

To date, a

l~r,e

number of sll1cones have been

made and invest1gated in various degrees; but research into the
vast fleld of silicone chemistry bas just begun.

THEORETICAL
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The manT necessary aspects of coating

prep&r~tlon ~nd

propert1es for fin1sbes in general, and high resistance coatings
in particular, have been discussed in a previous section.

The

property of thermal stab1lity possessed by the silicones makes
them promising for use in cOdtingsto resist elevt\ted temperatures.

This property is derived basically from repeated silicon

- oxy,en linkages which are the structure ot the silicones.

This chain itself re,Vresents the stable oxid1zed structure com-

mon to such inert substances as si11cu and the silIcates.

The

enerl)" bonding the si11con to oxygen 1s 5v per cent greater
tl"l2Ul. ths.t of a carDon - cti.rbon bond.

Commercial availability of theoretically desirable
silicone resins 1s limited at present; therefore,

Et

laboratory

preperat1011. of one or more pbrticularly des1roble resins (33)
was neces$c,ry.

Since there is more than ba.s1c bond structure

to be considered in adaptingtMse heat resistant molecules to
specific purposes, a discussion of basic s11icone cbemistry
w1l1 render succeeding rem&rks more understandable.
S~nd,

brine, air, and coal or 011 are the raw ma-

terials trom wbich the s111eones are manutE..ctured.

heated with coke, tormillg si11con carbide.

Sand is

Under the 1nfluence

of Debt, this carb1de reacts w1th chlorine obtained from salt
Wi).ter to torm s11icon tetrachlor1de.

The compound selected to

form the organic part of the silicone 1s treated with cluorine
also to obtCJ1n an organic halide (34).

This halide, wben com.-

b1ned with magnes1um, forms an addit10n product, the Grignard
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reagent.

Combination between silicon

tetr~chloride

and

the

Gr1gnard reagent (splitting out chlorine from the organic halide
and from the si11con tetrachloride) permits a hydrocarbon group
to replaoe & chlorine atom on the silicon tetrachloride.
cessive replac€illents in this
silicon chlorides.
I

'

~ier

Suc-

yield a series of organo-

Those compounus represented by the formulas

RS1Cl3 and R2S1C12 are most

~portant

in building up of 5i11-

cones.
Ifwo more steps lire neceSliH,try to obtain the sili-

cones.

The organa silicon chlorides, or chlorosilo.nos, are

tree;.tsd with ?fa,tar to form intermediate silClnols, while hydrochloric acid 1s washed out.

Conderusat1on then proceeds between

these various s11anols to form the If,rge, complex molecules that
are built upon the s1l1con-oxygen-s11ioon skeleton.

Reference

to Figure 4, page 50, w111 give the general scheme of these

reactions.
Methods other than the Grignclrd TtH1ction are aVc:t1lable for producing the chrbon - silicon bonds.

Two gener&l

relictions are applicable; the direct method and the substitution
methods, of which the GrigDhrd 1s one.

Other substitution

InettlOds may be listed as <a) substitution by &lkyls of zinc,

mercury, and aluminum (35, 36); (b) sodium condensation (Wurtz
reaction); and (c) absorption of hydrocarbons (37, 38).

The

direct synthesis method attaches both halolen atoms and organic
groups to the silicon in one operation (39).
and its

inltif:~l

The catalyst (40)

d1stribution have much to do with the reaction

RJ' / (OH~
J /I O/7etr/o!J

/12 J/(O//j.
.J/iQnco'/o!v

/f.J .J/ 0/7
J';/q/'lc/J '
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in early stages (41).
Hydrolys1s of the organo silicon chlorides 1s accomplished

by the

addition of wbter and proceeds very rapidly.

Vari8t1ons may be made 1n the method of hydrolysis (42), but
the reaction ordinarily thkes place with little delay or difficulty.

The condensation of the hydrolysis products, the
diols, 1s the factor wbich controls the final silicone network.
K1pping has observed the stepwlse condensation reactions in the
phenyl compoWlds, and although the progress of other organos11anedlo1 reactions bas not been followed, it may be assumed
that their behavior is similar.

The condensation proceeds at a.

rate dependent only upon the number of hydroxyl groups present
at a.n.y given time, and
formed (43).

8

wide v""riety of molecuh. r species is

Since the number ot hydroxyl groups 1s rapidly

depleted in th:1.s process, beat, dellydr!\t1ng agents, or cata:;.ly·sts
(44) may be employed to hasten the condensat1on; 1.e., "cure"

the polymeric mass to the required degree.

As the size of the

orlanic molecule attacbed to the silicon 1s increased, the
heat required to obtain a ailoxane molecule at given size is
1ncreased.

With an organiC group the size ot the phenyl radlcal,

approx~ately 100°0 1s required to initiate polymerization.

The type of organic group present also 1nfluences the

~ture

the condensation product and its behavior towards regents

ot

(45)~

Since the condensation consists of elimination ot an

(OB)- group from one silicon and an

'I1f from another, vh:rious
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molecular arrangements may be obta.ined.
(a) the linear polymer tormed by

Ii

The general types are

d1f'unct1onal silicon atom;

(b) the moderately oross linked organosiloxane chain formed
trifunct10nal silicon atoms at

1nterv~ls

b)r

along this chain; (c)

the more highly crOS$ linked three dimensional form created by
tetratunctional silicon.

The functionality ot the silicon is

determined by the number of arlaDic substituents per s1licon
a.tom.

Thus a convenient measure ot the decree of cross 11nk1ng

is the ratiO of carbon to silicon atoms.

This rat10 is less

than two when any cross link.1llg has occurred, and 1s one when

every silicon atom is tritunctional (46 .. 47).

Schematic ex-

amples of each ot the three types may be observed in Figure 5
on page 53.

The nature of the silicone resin to be prepared tor
a liven problem can be controlled to a large extent by careful

consideration of the above tacts.

Properties such as solu-

b1lity, fusibility, etc., call be expeeted to depend principlAlly on the degree of cross linking which in turn is a

function of the degree of organic substitution.

The mechan-

1cal and chemical properties change with k1nd and type ot
orca.n1c group used in the substitution on the silicon.

The

more carbon atoms there are present in the alkyl or aryl groups,
the les s the domination of tl:t.e basic siloxane struoture.

The

silicone field thus becomes as l<i:i.rge and as broad in scope,
comparatively, as the organic polymer chemistry.

After a study of the above theories and facts, the
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Molecular Arrangements Formed By
Functional Silicon

dec1sion was made to use one of the aryl silicones, the first to
be

phenyl silicone.

Tb1s polymer was not ayailable commerciall.y

and not much data, other than known heat stability, were reported.
Phenyl silicone offered several aspects to the solution

ot the heat resistant coatinc problem..

The resistance ot this

s1licone to oxidation is superior to that of methyl and etbfl
Silicones, Since phenyl s11icone decomposes in tbe neighborhood
of 400°0 to 500 0 e (48).

The prospect ot chlorinating or flu-

orinating the aromatic nucleus (49) to introduce even more
thermal stabilIty was also consIdered.

Chlorinated phenyl

silicones are thermally stable up to at least 450°C (5v), and
the fluoropbenyl silicones

pres~bly

exhibit stability at

eyen higher temperatures.

Also the aromatic nucleus becomes

flameproof it three or more chlorine atoms lire introduced into
this structure.
Although the compound was known to be weak and brittle

when cold (51), a.lteration of the degree of cross linking by
vary1ng condensation proced.ure and curing temperature could

improve this property as well as the aforementioned chlorination or fluorination.

One other alternate procedure would be

that ot forming a copolymer between an aryl and an alkyl si11cone.
Forming a copolymer otfers a means of

alt~r1ng

the

properties of various olasses of silicone res1ns and 1s accomp11shed by cocondensat1on of the respect1ve 8111co18 (52).
Thi! copolymer method has the advantage ot

perm1tt1I~

various
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alkyl and aryl groups to be allotted in different ratios w1thin
a single polymeric structure.

This method permits a wide rhnge

of properties to be obtained and inakes

a~lowances

for a bal&.nce

of flexibility, mechanical strength, and thermoplasticity.
Experimentation bas subsequently disclosed that both superior
strength and tougbness may be expected in the copolymer, rather
than the copolymer heine merely a compromise between the best
properties of eaoh ot the pure compounds.
Methyl phenyl s1l1cone 1s an example of a superior

copolymer and offers another field ot investigation trom. the
phenyl silioone.

A film in wbich the R/Bl ratio was 1.8 (53),

the molar proport1ons of phenyl and metQyl being approximately
equal, w1thstood an electrical power factor. test tor 640 hours
at 3C(PC while being constantly flexed by hot and cold air.

At tbe completion ot the test, cracks in the film were not
visible to the naked eye.

Neither methyl nor phenyl silicone

alone could equal the test.
to expla.1n the development

A theory' is needed at present

or

these su.perior mechanical prop-

erties not present in either ot the compounds

sep~rately,

so

that a guide to future formulations will be avallable.

Phenyl silicone bas been used 1n the above exwnples,
but other aryl s1licones that have been prepi. . red all resem.ble
this compound rather than the hieher alkyl silicones.

The

xylyl and napthyls1loxanes of the type (RSiOl.S)x are soluble
glassy substances ot polymeric character (54), and ditolyl
silicone 1s a low melting stlaky resin also brittle when cold
(55) •
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Benzyl

s11icone~

although containing an aromatic

nucleus, behaves similarly to the alkyl silicones due to the
fa.ct that the phenyl group is attached to the silicon atom
through the -CH2- group. The condensation product of dlbenzyl
silaned10l is an oil and not a resin as 1s the case with all
the alkyl silicones unless cross linking 1s promoted in some
manner (S6, 57).

Similar possibilities may exist for this

material tlw.t exist for the phenyl silicone as described
previously.
"The job of silicone chemists and to no 11.ttle
extent, their art, is so to "tailor" the high polymeric organosilicon oxide molecules that a variety of products, each designed to meet specific requirements, can be produced." (58)
Tbis survey is the back,round with which experimental
labor&tory work was begun.

The first two choices for prepa-

ration were the phenyl and benzyl substituted silicones.
compounds should serve as guides to future syntheses.

These

EXPERlMEN1' AL
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The initial preparat10n of d1phenyl dicbloros11ane
by

the Gr1gnard reaction was balun after a review ot Kipp1ng t s

procedure tor synthesizing this material (59).
The necessary quantity-of s111con tetrachloride

was

placed in a three-necked, round bottom flask, and diluted With
benzene.

this flask was fitted with an electric stirrer, a

reflux condenser, and a dropping tunnel connected to a similarly equipped flask in which the Grignard reagent was prepared.

The dry ether and magnesium were placed in a second

flask and the whole syst&Ia flushed out with

dry

nitrogen.

Bromobenzene wa.s added in li.mall amounts to the mixture ot
magnesium and ether and the reaction was started by any or
allot the following methods as required; (a) the addition of
a

rew crystals ot iodine, (b) the addition of a small quantity

of previously prepared Grilnard re&gent, (c) the application

ot heat at the bottom. of the flask.

When the reaction com-

menced, the flask was im1.:lersed in an ice bath and. the reaction
continued at

oDe.

Upon completion of the reaction, it was

neoessary to transfer the Grignard reagent by nitrogen pressure
into the dropping runnel of the first flask contain1ns the
silicon tetrachloride and benzene.
container was surrounded b,y an ice

The benaene-tetrachloride
b~th

and the Grlgnard rea-

gent was added slowly wbile the mixture was be1ng constantly
stirred.

Atter addition was completed, the product was stirred

for a further period ot th1rty minutes, after which as ,much
ether as possible was distilled otf.

Two volu.m.es

or

benzene
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were added next a.nd the m-anes1um. salts were separ&ted in an
apparatus consisting of' two large Buchner
one being inverted over the other.
tube attaohed and the bottom one was
flask.)

F~lels

sealed together,

(The top funnel had a drylna
co~~ected

to a filtration

The magnesium salts were well washed with benzene and

the com.bined filtrate tiflnd wush1ngs were repeatedly fractionated
at 303°C and atmospheric pressure in a stElndard distillation

flask..
Two separate prepar&tlons were mad.e in this manner •.
The quantities used in each run are shown

~

Table IX on page

6v.

Run #1 was pr1marily a trial to test the teobllique, and approx1mately 3 grams of produot were obtained.

However, in Run #2,

larger quantities of reactants were used and the yield was
nearly 40 grams ot d1phen,1 d1cbloro silane.
The hydrolysis ot 20 grams of this product was attempted by solution in e ml of toluene wlth add1tion to a
mixture consisting of 8 ml toluene, 17.5 ml of amyl alcohol
and 72.5 ml of water (Btl, 61)..

No orystals of diphenyl silane

diol appeared and therefore an attempt was made to reoover the
dlpbellTl dicnoloro silane by d1stillation.

The mixture could

not be separated, as a bard brittle mass formed in the flask
upon appl1ccat1on of heat.

After repeated attempts tailed to

dissolve this material in boil1nc toluene, benzene, aoetone,
and.

ether, it was d1s('I',!'ded.
Tbe solution remain1ng was suspected to be dlphenyl

d1ehloro silane and it was desired to check this by some means
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Table IX - Preparation ot Dipbenyl D1chloro Silane
Run #1

Materials
Used

Grams

Moles

liagnes1um

12

.5

Bromobenzene

76.5

.5

Silicon Tetrachloride

40

Benzene
Ether

Volume

86 co (as diluent tor 51 C1 )
4
350 co (tor preparation ot
Grian~rd reagent)
Run #2

Magnesium

Bromo'benzene
Silicon Tetrachloride
Benzene

27

1.125

177

1.125

85

.5

172.5 co

Ether

other than the boiling po1nt; a titration procedure as recommended by Rochew (62) was used..

Two port1ons ot d1phenyl

d1cblore Silane, 1.7301 gm and .9770 gm were hydrolyzed

~

placing the samples in a mixture of ice, water" and ether.
The h7drolys1s product, d1phen,1 silane diel, d1$solved in
the ether leaving the chlorine ion to form hydrochloric acid
which was titrated with a stands,rd. sodium hydroxide solution.
Calculat10ns ind1cated e. cblor1ne content ot 21.32 per cent

b.r weight in the sample as compared to the formula value ot
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27.96 per cent.

This result was considered to be fair agreement

with theory, since the sample was over a month old and bad undoubtedly hydrolyzed to some extent before a.nalysiS.
Warm

ethyl alcohol Etnd benzene were used to recrystal-

lize the .6 gram of diphenyl silane diol from the titration procedure.

These crystals h&d a melting point of l4SoC, which

corresponds to the melting point given in the literature (62).
Since the procedure of adding the diphenyl dicbloro
silane to 1ce, wuter, and ether gave ,ood results, 15 grwms of
the remaining siIb-ne were also reacted to form the dial.

How-

ever, recrystallization of this dial gave only approximately
5 grruus

or

pure diphenyl silane dial.

The .6 gram d1pheDTl silane d10l tha.t was obtained

initially was polymerized by hee.t1ng to 4400 V.

The temperature

was then permitted to drop to 380 0 y over a per10d
and the sample then cooled to room temperature.

or

15 minutes,

The polymerized

product was a hard, brownish mass.
This polymerizat1on product, phenyl silicone, was
dissolved in an equal weight of toluene and brushed on an emery
polished and solvent cleaned panel tor testing.

The coating Was

air dried tor 24 hours, cured at 140°C tor 3 hours in an oven,
and placed in a muffle furnace at 750°F for 20 hours.

Upon

examination, the coating had tine hair line cracks, but was
otherwise apparently unaffected by the b1,h temperature.

The panel was given a bend test, and while the resinous film
did not actually flake, it easily could be rubbed

orr.

This

test ind1cated that the film was at a brittle nature and did
not possess good adhesive characteristics.

The remaining diphenyl silane dial was polymerized
at a lower temperature 1n an attempt to produce a less highly
linked chain structure so that the film would have more flexibility.

The maximum temper~J.ture used was 390°F for 15 minutes,

after which the resin was cooled to 200°, before cooling to
room temperature.

This product was very viscous but not sol1d

as in tbe previous polymerization.

The change in weight re-

sulting tram the polymerization as well as the add1tions to
and use of the phenyl silicone are shown in Table X.
Table X - Weight Loss Dur1ng Polymerization at 390°';
Add.itions to and Application ot Resin.
Weight ot
Crystals
(Grams)

Weight
Lost in
Heating

Crucible #1

1.00

.21

Toluene - .79 gm

C-1

Crucible #2

1.00

.15

DC 001 - .85 gm

C-2

Cruc1ble #3

1.09

.23

DC 802 .... .86 1m

e-3

Addition

to

Resin

Applied
to Panel
Number

SuffiCient toluene (a few drops) was added to the
resinous materials applied to the C-2 and 0-3 panels to permit brush application.

Two panels were prepared from each

formulation and sample panels of DC 801 and DC avE were also
prepared for comparison.

All panels were air dried tor 17

hours, a.nd then placed under an infrEi-re.d lamp for drying.

The panels were placed at such a distance from the lamp that

the temperature was 7SoC, and the phenyl silicone films did
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not appear to dry to &OJ extent.

When cooled, these films were

only slightly tacky, wbicb indicates that these phenyl resin
f11ms are thermoplastic.

All panels were removed from the infra-

red lamp after 5 hours of intermittent heating unQ cool1ng, and
placed in the muffle furnace where they remained for 19 hours
o

at 750 F.
Panels of the copolymerized dlphenyl silane diol,
phenyl silicone, were the best <':Ster heating, although displaying flne cracks and some tendency to rub off the panel.

c-a,

The panels or

conta1ning a mixture of phenyl silicone and

DC aC2, were of nearly the same appearance and properties.
Panels of C-2 were much poorer than these two groups, and were
almost as poor as the DC 801 and DC 80E by themselves.

These

last two were poorest, since both bJ:;.d oxidized ana flaked off
the p&nel almost completely during heatIng.
As

Ia

flnal test for the rema.ining phenyl s1licone,

one gram was dissolved in toluene, and aluminum pigment and
glyceryl phthalate were added 1n the same weight proportions,

0.6 : 1.5, thbt proved successful with the DC 802.

Two panels

were brushed withth1s p1gmented phenTl sillcone, and these were
cured under the infra-red lamp for four hours.

These co,.. ted

panels were essentially tack-free at the end of the curIng period.
The panels w1thstood 7500, in the muffle furnace tor
20 bours and satisfactorily passed the quench test.

These

panels also had sufficient flexibility to pass the bend test
with no ey1dent loss ot adhesion.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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Phenyl silicone was prepared successfully by the
method ot Kipping.

This product hE.d good heut resistant char-

acteristics and was superior to the silicones commerclhlly
available at the present time.

This silioone gc:..ve evidence

of being thermoplastiC at low temperatures

(150°')' but this

property was eliminated by heating to the temperb.ture of the
problem, 750oF. Mixtures of this silicone with the DC Silicones 801 and 802 dId not give as good a film as phenyl 5111cone alone.
Polymer1z1J~

of the d1phenyl silane dial was per-

formed at only two temperatures, 44Uo, and 390or.

The lower

temperature gave a phenyl silIcone that was viscous in nature
rather than the solid mass obtained c;.t the higher temperature.
The slower polymerization setlmed preferable as the prod.uct
was more readily dissolved and gave a slightly better coating

atter heating to 750 oP.
Tests of the phenyl silioone in the same manner that
gave a good beat resistant coating with tbe commercial silicones, i.e .. , with aluminum pigment and glyceryl phthala.te,
showed. the coating to have satisfactory heat resist&nt charac....
teristics..

The (iuench test and the flexibility test also indi-

cated that this coating possesses satisfactory adhesion.
This investight10n ot the properties of phenyl s111-

cone when used as a beat resistant protective
prel1nl.1nary in nature.

co~ting

The results indicate that

tensive research is warranted.

tI.

was only

more ex-
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Table XI - Formulations Containing Zinc Oxide P.ddition
to Test Effect on Skinning
5u Hours in

(Grams)

16 Hours
at 750°F

Bend
Test

H42

5.0 Al 1 zn 0.7 ZoO

Good

Fair

SIt. Rusty

H43

4.5 Al 1 Zn 1.3

Zno

Good

Fair

SIt. Rusty

Note:

Vehicle

Pigment Comp.

Sample

No.

w~s

Weatherometer

10 51 802 and 15 G.P. in all cases.

Table XII - Addition of Iron and Mica to Pigmented Heat
Re&ct1ve Organic Vehicle

Sample
No.

at 750 F

Test

Test

Bend

Weather1ng

16 HO;tEs ,Quench

H29

5.0

Zn 1.0 Al 0.7 F.

Good

Good

Good

W.c.

H30

5.0

Zn 1.0 II B.,", Fe

Oood

Good

Good

W.C.

HOl

4.5

Zn 0.9 Al 1.8 Cd

Good

Good

Good

B44

4.08

7~

S. D.

Good

Fair

w.e.
w.c.

Note:

1.5 Al u.5 K .5 Fe

Vehicle was 3(.' grams hea,t reactive phenol1c clear spar
varnish 1n all cases.

s. D. w. c. . .

Slightly Discolored
Washing and chalking to an undesirable extent.
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Commercial Materials Used and Their Manufacturers
1. Paste, Aluminum, Grade A, Army-Navy Aero. Spec. AN-TT-A-461a
contractor: U. S. Bronge Powder Wks., Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., Hew York 18, N. Y.
2. Standard Zinc Dust - 22 (Horse He~d Products)
Hew Jersey Zinc Sales Company, New York:
~.

!.ID 201 Cadmium Powder

Metals

Dis1ntegr~t11~

Co_, Inc., Elizabeth, N. J.

4. Iron Powder (Reduoed by Hydrogen)
General Chemical Company, New York
5.

Blue 113155
C. J. Osborn Co_, 132 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

Ultr~mar1ne

6. ,Micro-Mica
EnglIsh i.fdea Company, Spruce Pine I North Carolina

7. Varnish, Spar, Glyceryl, Phthalate, Spec. AN-TT-V-116
Beckwith Chandler Co., Newark, N. J.
8. Varnish, Beat Reactive Phenolic CltHir, VG-5293
E. I. duPont De Nemours and Co., (Inc.),
Wilmington, Del.

9. DC 801 and DC 8\)2 Silicone Resins
Dow-Corning Corporation, ~adland, Michigan
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